CASE STUDIES

tatehindle
tatehindle strikes gold, installing Billi taps in one of their
prestigious projects located in Mayfair.

Overview
tatehindle are an award-winning architecture and design practice based in central
London. Working with high-profile clients they have completed many interesting
and challenging projects across a variety of sectors. tatehindle’s portfolio includes
innovative new builds and the sensitive restoration of listed buildings. They create
spaces that inspire people to work, learn and create; establishing sustainable
communities and designing beautiful buildings for everyone to enjoy.
Formed in 1992 by Andrew Tate and James Hindle. Their shared passion and
experience provided the perfect foundation to set up a design focused architectural
firm with strong commercial acumen. Their early days were spent in a design studio
off Oxford Circus, but rapid growth and success prompted a move to a larger, more
design-orientated studio in the historic Smithfield Market.
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The challenge – boiling and chilled filtered water dispensers
that aesthetically match the whole project.
tatehindle’s latest project for a client based in one of the most
exclusive parts of London, Mayfair, is one that really catches
the eye. They needed taps with a unique and inspiring design
to truly stand the test of time. Ones that would match and add a
further touch of class to the luxurious and high quality finish of
the kitchen and tea point areas.
Solution
They went ahead with Billi Quadra Compact units with XL levers
in Brushed Brass producing boiling and chilled filtered water. The
dispensers really stand out against the stylish marble work tops
and wooden decor to create a truly timeless and unique design.
Like all Billi systems, the Quadra does not require any ventilation
and therefore Billi provides the perfect solution for a project
that is so design focused. With its space, energy and time saving
advantages Billi taps can fit into any project.
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“The design and finish of the Billi taps
fit effortlessly into the modern, sleek
design of the office space. Dealing
with Billi from specification through
to installation was seamless and the
staff were always on hand to help and
answer any questions that we had. We
look forward to working with them on
future projects.”
Mark Thornton
tatehindle
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